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STATEMENT OF A WITNESS

In the matter of:

Police -v- Jacobs

Place:

Hornsby Police Station

Date:

31 March 2010

j Name:

Richard Kells

STATES:
1. This statement made by me accurately sets out the evidence that I would be prepared , if
necessary, to give in court as a witness. The statement is true to the best of my knowledge and
belief and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered ·in evidence, I will be liable to prosecution if I
have wilfully stated in it anything that I know to be false, or do not believe to be true.
2. I am 68 years of age.
3.

I make this statement in addition to a previous statement made by me on the 15lh October

2009.
4. After Simon JACOBS left St Ives and moved onto Pymble I approached Bishop Clive KERLE
and expressed my concerns to him in relation to Simon .Jacobs and my previous dealings with
JACOBS at St Ives. I cannot recall the exact conversation that I had with Bishop KERLE but I
know that I spoke to him about the incident at Wannawong District Camp. It is my
understanding that Bishop KERLE is now deceased.
5. On the 2200 September 2002 I sent a letter ttjBYD

f

outlining my concerns

about Simon JACOBS and also what had transpired previously in relation to JACOBS. I have
provided a copy of this letter to Detective Senior Constable Rebecca DUMMETI and it now
forms annexure "A" of my statement.
6.

In that letter I refer Stewart PARK being the leader of the group at the time and that I spoke to
him about JACOBS. I understand that Stewart PARK is now deceased.

REDACTED
Witness:

Signature:

~ CJl,R.-R
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7. In my previous statement I refer in paragraph 6 to Simon giving a number of boy's lifts when
CEBS finished. The boys I can remember are iBYC

land

REDACTED

know there where other boys that Simon gave lifts to but I cannot recall their names.

REDACTED
Witness:

W itness:

Signature:
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Richard Kells

Signature:
Richard Kells
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